High-Temperature Grafting Silylation for Minimizing Leaching of Acid Functionality from Hydrophobic Mesoporous Silicas Used as Catalysts in the Liquid Phase.
Ordered-hexagonal silica materials, such as Mobil crystalline material-41 and Santa Barbara amorphous-15, have important applications in heterogeneous catalysis and biomass conversion due to their chemical stability and mesoporous structure. Low-temperature grafting (LG) is one of the most common functionalization methods used to modify the acidity/basicity or hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the surface. However, the materials prepared by this method are prone to leaching of functional groups into the reaction medium. The exact nature of the leaching phenomenon has not been fully addressed in the literature. In this contribution, we have investigated this process at the molecular level by combining well-controlled reaction experiments and several characterization techniques (Fourier transform infrared, 1H-29Si cross-polarization magic-angle spinning NMR, X-ray diffraction, thermogravimetric analysis, and N2 adsorption-desorption). We have found that leaching is originated by the presence of terminal surface silanols, which render the catalysts susceptible to the attack of water and polar compounds. Hence, instead of simple detaching of functional groups, leaching can be better described as a partial dissolution of the surface layers of the silica, which of course also removes the functional groups during this process. Therefore, an effective strategy to minimize leaching is to reduce the density of free silanols via full functionalization of the surface. We propose a novel silylation method, high-temperature grafting, which allows the grafting process to be conducted at high temperatures (180 °C) under solvent-free conditions. By this method, a more complete silylation of surface silanols can be obtained. Consequently, the samples prepared by this high-temperature grafting method show to be highly stable during acid-catalyzed alkylation reaction, conducted under severe conditions (high temperature and in the presence of polar solvents).